BREAKING NEW GROUND
How we helped a land and property developer
leverage the potential of paid search advertising

CLIENT
◊

◊

CHALLENGE

Texas developer specializing in
land for custom home building,
plus a development of pre-built
homes

◊

Tried managing their own paid
search accounts, but found the
results weren’t worth the time,
money, or effort

Competitors focused on traditional advertising channels

◊

Long, complex sales cycle

◊

Ambitious goals for digital
marketing improvements

SOLUTION
◊

Rebuilt paid search accounts
for maximum effectiveness and
efficiency

◊

Combined smart strategy with
granular management of paid
search tactics

◊

Pursued new channels and
remarketing

OUTCOMES
TOTAL AD SPEND

COST PER LEAD

47%

42%
LEAD VOLUME

59%
“We have had an amazing experience with (un)Common Logic. They helped
us dramatically decrease our cost per lead while increasing lead quality.
Every member of their team has taken time to understand our business,
our customer, and our strategic needs, to inform them as they built and
consistently refine our program. We are delivering far better results, at far
greater efficiencies than we could have dreamed of.”

—VP of Marketing

A property developer approached us about getting the most
out of paid search. They had created and managed some paid
search accounts, with lackluster results, but still believed in the
untapped potential of that channel.
At the time, very few of their competitors were using
paid search; most of the marketing was offline, in
the form of billboards and traditional media, such as
newspaper and radio ads. Paid search wasn’t seen
as a good fit for that industry, which has one of the
longest and most complex sales cycles in B2C.

However, as they sensed and as we knew, paid
search can be a strong channel for many industries,
including theirs. Through our expertise and detail-oriented, high-touch account management, paid search
proved to be one of the highest-ROI channels for this
client. This is how we did it, step by step.

AUDIT
The client engagement began with an in-depth audit
of their paid search efforts to date. Our team identified the most critical opportunities and presented our
plan for implementing them to improve performance.

Our audit is both a granular account examination and
a high-level study of strategy, goals, and bottom-line
results. Through our years of experience and expertise, we have developed a model of an ideal paid
search approach:

◊  Alignment with Business Goals
◊  Channel Selection & Testing
Strategy ◊  Business Insights
Planning
◊  Revenue Optimization
& Insight
◊  Account Plan
◊  Search Query Reports
◊  Keyword Selection & Optimization
Management
Day-to-Day
◊  Bid Optimization
Operation
& Optimization
◊  Creative Testing
◊  Alignment with Metrics
◊  Campaign & Ad Group
   Setup
◊  Segmentation Options
Foundation
Account Structure
◊  Match Types
◊  Other Settings
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RESULTS

We discovered that this client’s search marketing was
not living up to its potential, which had significant
impacts on the business as a whole. Not only was this
client’s account suffering structurally and in day-to-

day management, it had no connection to the company’s mission and goals, and was thus more of a cost
center than the revenue-driving channel that paid
search can and should be.

◊  Not Aligned with Business Goals

Strategy
& Insight

Planning

Day-to-Day
Operation

◊ Not Regularly Testing New Channels
◊  No Clear Strategy or Plan for Account
◊  Missing Out on Short-Term Revenue
    and Long-Term Opportunities
◊  Low Quality Score = High Bid Prices

Management
& Optimization

◊  Negative Keywords Used Incorrectly
◊  No Testing Plan for New Tactics
◊  Bids Not Optimized
◊  Structure Was Limiting
   Access to Useful Data

Foundation

Account Structure

◊  Account Changes Had
    Deleted All Historical
    Performance Data

STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVEMENT

After determining the state of our client’s digital marketing, we created a 3-phase improvement plan:
◊

Phase 1 would deliver short-term fixes with visible results in the first 3 months

◊

Phase 2 would focus on account structure and
management, including match type and segmentation, in months 3-6

◊

Phase 3 would expand the reach, power and
capacity of the client’s paid search by testing new
channels, including remarketing and mobile; this
phase is still ongoing because optimization never
truly stops

PHASE 1: IMMEDIATE FIXES
During the first phase of our engagement, we used
a sort of triage approach: fixing what needed to be

STABILIZE THE ACCOUNT

fixed to stabilize the account and making simple improvements that yielded significant returns.

ENSURE CORRECT TRACKING

NEGATIVE KEYWORDS

The first crucial task was ensuring that from there on
out, all data was correctly measured and attributed
across advertising, analytics and revenue platforms.
This way, the results of future actions could be evaluated on an “apples to apples” basis.

We blocked keywords relating to almost 400 locations that didn’t apply to the client’s offerings. These
negative keywords were responsible for $147,746
in advertising spend in the previous year, producing
low-quality leads with a cost per conversion that was
nearly double the client’s goal.
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DELIVER QUICK RESULTS
DAYPARTING

CVR & CPL in Phase 1, Post-Audit

MANUAL BID ADJUSTMENTS

Many agencies use automatic bid adjustment tools to
manage paid search spending, allowing them to take
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One of the simplest aspects
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of the client’s account to
$160
3.0%
PHASE 1
optimize was time, specifi$140
cally the days and times to
2.5%
$120
maximize bids so searchers
2.0%
$100
were more likely to see the
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client’s ads. We analyzed the
$60
previous 4 months of data
1.0%
$40
and found several “hot spots”
0.5%
$20
in the weekly calendar: noon
$0
0.0%
on Sunday, Monday morning,
Friday afternoon/evening and
early Saturday afternoon. We
COST PER LEAD
CONVERSION RATE
increased bids for high-performing ad groups at those
on many clients but not to achieve the best possible
times to get maximum exporesults. We use our human intelligence, years of exsure when searchers were in ready to investigate our
pertise and attention to detail to manage paid search
client’s offering.
spend on a granular level.
Applying this level of care to the client’s account allowed us to achieve a 36% reduction in costs per click
and an 84% increase in the conversion rate.

PHASE 2: ACCOUNT REBUILD
During Phase 2, we rebuilt the client’s paid search accounts. (The client owned many property groups, all
of which had their own accounts.) The entire process

ACCOUNT REBUILD STRATEGIES

What makes our account rebuild so powerful? The
ways we apply human intelligence to data and focus
on the details:
◊
◊

took 10 weeks, because of the level of detail we put
into each account, building it right so it could generate long-term sustainable growth.

◊

Customizing ad copy for each audience to maximize conversions

◊

Leveraging search traffic data to determine
top-priority keywords

Optimizing bidding for maximum visibility of
low-funnel terms

◊

Using match types intelligently to maximize efficiency and reduce costs

Applying searcher-intent best practices to all ads
at every level

◊

Strategically rebuilding remarketing campaigns to
align messaging with searcher intent
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ACCOUNT REBUILD RESULTS
During those 10 weeks, we rebuilt many accounts for
the client (each property the client owned had its own
account). The results shown here were typical for an
account rebuild.
◊

Conversion rate grew by 61%

◊

Cost per conversion decreased by 41%

◊

Cost per click decreased by 5%

◊

Click-through rate more than doubled, growing by
153%

◊

Overall, the ratio of conversions to impressions
more than quadrupled

Conversion Rate
Cost per Lead

90 days
Pre-rebuild post-rebuild
1.17%
1.88%
$152.68

$90.04

Our proven way of structuring and organizing paid
search campaigns has consistently delivered similar
results for all our clients: conversion rates go up, cost
per conversion goes down, and the account starts
delivering leads, customers, and revenue much more
efficiently.

PHASE 3: TESTING NEW CHANNELS
The client had put all its
paid search eggs into one
Google-shaped basket.
However, we found additional channels that yielded
better results because they
were preferred by the company’s target audience.
Because we took the time
to understand our client’s
business, customers and
goals, we were able to
identify a channel—Bing—
with a much higher proportion of the company’s target
market than Google.

Lead Volume: Google vs. Bing
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We shifted our strategic focus to Bing, adjusted spend
accordingly and saw these results:
◊

Customized messaging for Bing users resulted in
a higher conversion rate and lower cost per lead
than Google

◊

A downloadable asset aimed at the Bing audience
drove some of the highest conversion rates in the
entire paid search portfolio

◊

Total lead volume grew by 23% in 2 quarters
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PHASE 3: REMARKETING
By using Google Remarketing, we boosted leads and
drove average cost per conversion down. But we saw
even greater results when we tied a content asset—a
Buyers’ Guide—to remarketing.

The cost per lead (CPL) is always relatively low for
remarketing, and the Buyers’ Guide campaign was
no exception, with its CPL consistently coming in at
almost half the normal CPL for all search advertising.

The Buyers’ Guide was introduced on Oct. 20, but
contributed almost half of the remarketing leads for
that whole month. In November and December, it
completely dominated remarketing leads.

Conversion rates for the Buyers’ Guide campaign
were comparable with the overall Search account, at
1.27% and 1.28%, respectively.

Paid Search Leads by Source

Cost per Lead by Source
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OVERALL RESULTS
When we began our engagement with this client,
they set ambitious goals:
◊
◊
◊

30% reduction in daily
advertising spend
36% reduction in cost
per lead
48% increase in leads

We welcomed the challenge, applying our philosophy, team strengths, and
best practices. As always,
they worked: we achieved
or exceeded all these
goals, and have done so
for several years now.

Lead Volume & Cost per Lead Over Time
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TAKEAWAYS
By applying a combination of refined best practices,
a data-based approach and strategic partnership
with our client, we affirmed their perception that paid
search was not only a viable channel for lead generation, but also a strong, scalable one.

◊

Autopilot is not an option:
If you let a tool or platform control your search
marketing, it’s bound to make decisions about
your spend that won’t benefit you. It’s always best
to have human intelligence in charge.

In 12 months of our engagement, paid search resulted in 103 tours, at an average cost of $1,283,
and 33 sales, at an average cost of $4,003. As the
average purchase price was between $400,000 and
$500,000, paid search turned out to be a high-ROI
channel for this client.

◊

Prioritize the performers:
Maximize the highest-performing elements first,
as they’ll deliver results to the bottom line soonest. Once they’ve reached their highest performance point, start increasing spend on lower-performing elements, while experimenting on how to
improve their performance.

◊

Always be testing and optimizing:
Never settle for “good enough” or “what worked
before.” Keep seeking ways to improve performance, remove friction from the buying process
and introduce beneficial innovations.

These results didn’t come from just using a tool or
from adjusting some campaign settings and merely monitoring the results. Instead, they’re a natural
development from our philosophy regarding digital
marketing, especially these aspects:

(un)Common Logic solves the hard problems in digital marketing by using data to
uncover surprising details, then using human intelligence to leverage that information for
uncommon results. Visit www.uncommonlogic.com or reach us directly at contactus@
uncommonlogic.com.
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